Seductive logos and construction of reality. A semiotic reading on the (…) (Frunza, 2014) , reading it allowed me a logocentric semiotic on communicative construction of reality.
Introduction
Reffering to the book "Symbolic communication and seduction", published at Tritonic Publishing House by Professor Sandu Frunza (2014a) , we observe that he has placed communication, and the symbolic function in general, in the center of the process of social construction of reality.
and Likeness. The seductive logos and the meaningful truth, even if being the second in the order of creation, can be understood ontologically as placing itself before the imperious logos. The imperious logos calls to Beeing and obliges the Beeings to be. The seductive logos is placed in Beeing as Image.
Suitability is no longer subject to metaphysical control, but to rest of the Beeing. After creating the Human, God rests. But he doesn't rest as we might believe, in pure trascendence, but in pure immanence. The fallen human is the essence of adequacy between the seductive logos and the significant truth. The test of significant truth is constituted by the Adamic temptation and the result of knowing good and evil. The imperious and transcendent logos generates a world of form, and the seductive logos, a world of significance.
Conclusion
The form and meaning constitute the completeness of Beeing. The seductive logos is expressed through love, because the purpose of seduction is love. At the level of communication, it takes the form of consensus, appearing as a process of deconstructing seductive logos into communicative action.
